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   Suzuki et al.(1) have presented a new method 

of optimizing fuel shuffling by assuming the 

stationary property of a region-averaged nuclear

constant, e. g. k∞, throughout a reactor life, and

have thus succeeded in separating in-core fuel 

management from poison management. This 

approach is considered very useful if the assumed 

nuclear constant is carefully chosen in each region.

The optimal k∞ distribution has been determined

by Melice(2) for a PWR chemical-shim reactor. 

The present authort(3) has solved this problem for

BWR by one-dimensional analysis and has shown 
that the optimal fuel loading pattern consists of 
three-regions (hereafter called the "optimal princi-

ple" in this paper), and that the corresponding 
control rod programming can thereby be uniquely 
determined. This optimal loading pattern is very 

similar to the solution of the minimum critical 
mass problem(2).

  This principle was applied to the initial core 
of an actual commercial BWR (1,352 MWt, 400 

fuel assemblies) and the effect of differences in 
fuel loading pattern on the core burnup was 

investigated by FLARE code(4). 
   The main parameters determining a three-region 

fuel loading are the following four.

(1) Volume fraction of each region (v1, v2, v3
=100-υ1-υ2)

(2) The k∞ of the fuel in each region(k1, k2,

k3=(const.-k1v1-k2v2)/v3)
Three different combinations of volume fraction 

(v1, v2, v3) I (33, 33, 34), II (30, 30, 40), III (41, 30, 29) 
were taken up, which were thought adequate 

from the previous study(3). There are six com-
binations (3P3=6)of k∞ distribution. The optimal

principle is one which satisfies the relation

k2(=kmax)>k1>k3(=kmin) .

The k∞ of the first reion (k1) was determined

such that the excess reactivity is canceled at the
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end of life (EOL) by the reactivity decrease caused
by fuel burnup. The k∞ difference, Δk=k2-k1,

was varied as a parameter.

  It is necessary to determine the control rod 

programming prior to burnup calculations. It 
has been shown that the effect of differences in 
control rod programming is rather small as far

as the k∞ distribution of fuels is near optimum(3)

and thus, Haling's principle(5) was adopted. The 
FLARE code has the capability of calculating 

this power distribution. It was assumed that the 
control rods would be withdrawn by certain dis-

tances to realize this power distribution at all 

times throughout the operational period. (Strongly 
absorbing control rods inserted from the bottom
cannot match the actual k∞ distribution to the ideal

target distribution.)

Effect of Optimal Loading Principle 

Figure 1 shows the relation between fuel

burnup e and power peaking factor f for six 
combinations of three-region loading in the case
of(υ1, υ2, υ3)=(33,　 33,　34)　 and Δk=0.08, and uni-

form loading. It is evident that the optimal

principle (marked ○)　 has a great advantage for

both power peaking and fuel burnup over uniform

loading　 (marked□). The same result holds also

for comparisons on other aspects of thermal per-

formance such as minimum critical heat flux ratio.

Power peaking factor f

(1 2, 3) etc. means the rank of k∞ among

regions. Δk=0.08.

Fig. 1 Burnup vs. power peaking for six com-

       binations of three-region loading

As far as the burnup is concerned, it is best to 
load the better fuels toward the inner region 

(k1>k2>k3). However, this results in a very poor 
power distribution. In other words, the optimal 
principle indicates loading of the better fuels 
toward the inner region within the constraint of 
thermal performance.

   Effect of k∞ Difference between Regions

   Figure 2 shows the relation between the k∞

difference, Δk=k2-k1, and fuel burnup. Since

k2(=kmax) is approximately proportional to the

core average k∞ at EOL, the banup gain Δe is

also proportional to dk. The quantitative relation

between Δe and Δk is obtained from Fig. 2 as

Δe (GWD/T)=0.25Δk(%). Although the burnup

gain is smaller than 1,000 MWD/T for an actual

case (Δk～a few %), this amount is still worth

consideration. The effect of Δk on the thermal

performances, e. g. power peak, heat flux etc., is 

small.

k∞ difference Δk (=k2-k1)

Core averaged k∞ is kept constant.

Fig. 2 Effect of k∞ difference between regions

Effect of Volume Fraction

  Figure 2 also shows the effect of differences in 

the volume fraction of each region. The burnup 
is near maximum when the regions are divided 

into equal volume. 

  The radial and the axial power distribution 
for optimal loading is shown in Fig. 3. The 

radial power distribution in the central region is 
very flat. Other loading patterns result in poorer 

power distribution. 
  In summary, one-dimensional analysis of the 

optimal loading pattern was verified by a three-
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Fig.　 3 Power distribution in case of optimal

       loading　 (○ mark in Fig.　 1)

dimensional burnup simulation of BWR. It is 
concluded that the optimal distribution of the region 

averaged nuclear constants is very important. This 
should be carefully determined from the standpoint 

of both reactor physics and reactor engineering 
to satisfy the various operational limitations such 

as stuck rod margin, local power peaking and so 
on.

Once an optimal k∞ distribution has been

determined, the optimization of the numbers of 

fuels to be loaded and discharged, and the al-

location of the individual fuel assemblies is fairly 

straight forward(1)(2)(6).

  The author is indebted to Mr. S. Kusunose 

of the Nuclear Power Plant Reactor Engineering 
Section of Hitachi Work, Hitachi Ltd., for furnish-

ing the nuclear data.
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